
Flotilla Role Role Description shift 1 shift 2 shift 3 specific tasks

captain

cook

gardener
flexible demeanour zealot

so much for subtleity reasonable excuse

engineer

congenital optimist hence the fortress

diplomat

reasonable excuse

entertainer

craftsperson

furious purpose

treasurer

reasonable excuse reasonable excuse reasonable excuse

MC, Game Master, temporary decision-maker and 
holder of the collective continuum

limivorous tactical 
grace

limivorous tactical 
grace

limivorous tactical 
grace

shared purpose and direction monitoring, 
orchestration of activities and people

preparing and serving nourishing, revitalising and 
remarkable meals, guardian of food and water stores you will thank me 

later

now, turning to 
reason and it's just 
sweetness

flexible 
demeanour

water level monitoring and distribution, 
cooking and feeding all on board, delegating 
sous-chef tasks, as well cleaning the kitchen

growing vegetable matter, Human-Plant-Interfacing 
and communication

rapid random 
response unit

plant pruning and watering, taking care of 
compost

hunter / 
gatherer

collecting food and other supplies from the outside 
world; builder of weapons; in charge of security 
services and marital operations

clear air turbulence, 
zealot

prior to departure: hunting and gathering 
for food,  supplies, defensive weapons; 
security monitoring (1) making sure people 
don't hurt themselves, (2) monitoring 
outside threats and inner sabotage of the 
collective and shared purpose.

ship’s 
councillor / 
shaman

supporting the mental and emotional wellbeing of 
the ship's crew; inter-species communicator; holder 
of the Flotilla's integrity

now, turning to 
reason and it's just 
sweetness

limivorous tactical 
grace

well i was in the 
neighbourhood

monitoring personal and group dynamics, 
ritual of dedication to curiosity, flexibility, 
integrity at each shift change

development and maintenance of the technology 
park, including engines, energy supply, augmented 
reality equipment… the ship's inventor, responsible 
for much of its magic and illusions

so much for 
subtleity

monitoring of electricity consumption, 
maintenance of the engines and the machine 
park. keyholder to the storage and materials

engagement, communication and conflict resolution 
with remote members of the Flotilla, as well as the 
'outside world'; presides over negotiation and 
meeting minutes; custodian of the Flotilla's 
flexibility

determinist/
revisionist, zealot

i blame your 
mother

keeping meeting minutes and documents of 
any decisions, monitoring contact with 
external flotilla and non-flotilla entities, to 
be called on for any negotiation

designer and producer of the Flotilla's festivities; 
jester, performer, musician; master of the tricks of 
the stage

you will thank me 
later

you will thank me 
later

organising and coordinating evening 
festivities, entertaining the crew and 
passengers

preserver and revitaliser of traditional and emerging 
crafts; maker, tinkerer, hacker, artist, thinker, 
philosopher, writer...

clear air turbulence, 
quietly confident

congenital optimist, 
well i was in the 
neighbourhood

using craft skills to improve the ship's 
interior and infrastructure, passing the skills 
to other flotilla members

observer / 
navigator

keeping the Flotilla on course, with eyes and ears 
turned outwards; ever alert, the one who never 
sleeps; mapmaker, stargazer a series of unlikely 

explanations
determinist/
revisionist

navigation, keeping the flotilla on course 
(physically and in its shared purpose), 
observation of the exterior environment, 
contextualising activities

guardian of the Flotilla's shared financial resources; 
distributor of daily rations; the holder of all the keys

distributing flotilla's wealth, collecting 
donations, coordination of shared 
purchases, keeper of budgets and accounts



teacher
teaching one and all

photographer

quietly confident quietly confident quietly confident assisting anyone who needs help

doctor/nurse caring for the sick and injured

arbitrator conflict resolution, mediator, facilitator
so much for subtleity i blame your mother

archivist

alchemist

hence the fortress

bartender

lasting damage II flexible demeanour furious purpose

communicator

furious purpose

educator, custodian of the Flotilla's wisdom, with a 
keen ability to entice curiosity

you’ll thank me 
later

keeper of the visual diary of the Flotilla's daily life, to 
share with its remote members and for posterity; 
collector of arcane imaging apparatus

lasting damage II, a 
series of unlikely 
explanations, hence 
the fortress

lasting damage II, 
clipper screw loose

lasting damage II, 
hence the fortress

taking 5 group photographs, hourly flotilla 
panorama, individual portraits of all flotilla 
members and filming flotilla activities

passengers (in 
situ/remote)

aspirant Resilients/Flotilla members, without a 
specific role, available to assist anyone in anything

no one knows what 
the dead think

no one knows what 
the dead think

no one knows 
what the dead 
think, hence the 
fortress

being prepared for emergency injuries, 
monitoring health and safety of the crew 
and passengers (including over-
intoxication)

health, 
prevention and 
wellness

holder of flexibility and integrity principles, keeping 
the Flotilla members healthy, happy and flexible 
across physical, mental, spiritual and other planes

now, turning to 
reason and it's just 
sweetness

limivourous tactical 
grace

now, turning to 
reason and it's just 
sweetness, hence 
the fortress

organising holistic well-being sessions, 
monitoring and relieving signs of fatigue 
and stress

well i was in the 
neighbourhood

monitoring for signs of conflict, resolving 
conflicts and tensions

observer with eyes turned inward, keeper of records 
and memories; anthropologist gone native clipper screw loose, 

reasonable excuse 
(story collector)

clipper screw loose, 
reasonable excuse 
(story collector)

clipper screw 
loose, reasonable 
excuse (story 
collector)

keeping meticulous written and 
photographic records and chronicles of the 
flotilla's work and life, stories and 
experiences. 

master of (pata)scientific developments from past, 
present and future; integrating the Flotilla into the 
Theory of Everything; holder of the keys to 
underwater labs rapid random 

response unit
congenital 
optimist

keeping lab equipment sterile and ready to 
be used, storing and monitoring chemical 
and biological agents, integrating new 
knowledge into the evolving Theory of 
Everything

the keeper of keys to the drink rations; mixologist 
and sociologist with a finger on the pulse of people's 
addictions and escapism

rationing alcoholic drinks and other 
intoxicating substances; mixing non-
alcoholic concoctions; creation of new 
drinks to keep people's spirit's up and keep 
them warm

non-human 
entities

representatives of the planetary Other in Flotilla's 
membership

Boo!, not invented 
here, clear air 
turbulence, hence the 
fortress

Boo!, not invented 
here, clear air 
turbulence, hence 
the fortress

Boo!, not invented 
here, clear air 
turbulence, hence 
the fortress

keeping the presence of the planetary other 
alive on the flotilla

multi-lingual communication across digital and 
physical realms

a series of unlikely 
explanations

a series of unlikely 
explanations

monitoring network communications, 
maintenance of digital and physical 
networks, establishing contacts with remote 
flotilla members
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